Accuracy of phase contrast, black-blood, and bright-blood pulse sequences for measuring compliance and distensibility coefficients in a human-tissue mimicking phantom.
To assess the accuracy of MR-derived luminal diameter variations and its implications for compliance (CC) and distensibility coefficients (DC) by comparison with high-resolution digital photography (HRDP) in a tissue-mimicking phantom with pulsatile flow. Diameters, CC, and DC extracted using cine phase-contrast (CPC), cine bright-blood (CBrB), and a cine black-blood (CBB) sequence were compared. The diameter in the left-right direction was compared against HRDP, as the gold-standard. The experiments were performed using 256(2) and 512(2) matrix sizes. Bland-Altman analysis was performed to compare each sequence with the gold-standard in terms of diameter changes over the simulated cardiac cycle. The bias and 95% limits of agreement (LOA) for CBB and CBrB were comparable. The bias for CPC was larger, however, the LOA were comparable. Increasing spatial resolution improved agreement with HRDP for all sequences. CBrB-derived CC and DC were within 3% of the high resolution CBB values while CPC CC and DC were underestimated but still within 11%. CPC images were found to underestimate the luminal area over the cardiac cycle. CBrB-derived diameters were more accurate in diastole while CBB-derived diameters gave the best results in systole. CC and DC varied depending on the pulse sequence.